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Abstract 

The ability of the “bird-like” halogenabenzene molecule, referred to as X-bird (X= Cl to At), to form 

halogen-bonded complexes with the nucleophiles H2O and NH3 was investigated using double-hybrid 

density functional theory and the aug-cc-pVTZ/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis set. The structures and interaction 

energies were compared with 5-halocyclopenta-1,3-diene (halocyclopentadiene; an isomer of 

halogenabenzene) and halobenzene, also complexed with H2O and NH3. The unusual structure of the X-

bird, with the halogen bonded to two carbon atoms, results in two distinct σ-holes, roughly at the 

extension of the C-X bonds. Based on the behaviour of the interaction energy (which increases for heavier 

halogens) and van der Waals (vdW) ratio (which decreases for heavier halogens), it is concluded that the 

X-bird forms proper halogen bonds with H2O and NH3. The interaction energies are larger than those of 

the halogen-bonded complexes involving halobenzene and halocyclopentadiene, presumably due to the 

presence of a secondary interaction.  

1. Introduction 

Halogen-substituted benzenes have received ample attention in the literature. The most common of these 

are structures where one or more hydrogens are replaced by halogens (C6H6-nXn; X = F, Cl, Br, I; n = 1-6).[1-

9] In our group, we have recently studied the interaction between singly-substituted halobenzenes (with 

halogens up to At) and one or two water molecules, in the context of locating possible halogen bonding 

between the halogen and the water oxygen.[10] Conversely, benzene structures where a carbon is replaced 

by a halogen have received much less attention so far. Such structures, labelled halogenabenzenes, were 

first introduced by Glukhovtsev in 1991.[11] Based on semiempirical calculations, he proposed a planar 8π-

electron system. However with 8 π-electrons, this system is antiaromatic. Based on higher-level DFT and 

MP2 calculations, Rawashdeh et al. showed in 2017[12] that the planar iodabenzene structure (with C2v 

constraint) is a transition state with one imaginary frequency; the minima it is connected to are both an 

identical Cs-symmetric non-planar structure (see Figure 1). Rawashdeh et al. dubbed this structure “bird” 

because of the similarity with a flying bird (the halogen being the bird’s head and the closest hydrogens 
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wings stretched upwards). This minimum is by all means not the lowest-energy structure on the C5H5I 

potential energy surface: a bicyclic structure with one imaginary frequency is 55 kcal/mol more stable 

than the bird, whereas the corresponding 5-iodocyclopenta-1,3-diene minimum-energy structure is 73 

kcal/mol lower than the bird structure,[12] see Figure 1 for their structures. The authors established that 

there is a 14 kcal/mol barrier from the bird to the 5-iodocyclopenta-1,3-diene minimum. Whereas the 

iodabenzene bird structure hypothesised by Rawashdeh et al. may not be experimentally observable, the 

authors point out that trinitro- and tricyano bird halogenabenzenes (with the π-acceptor substituents in 

the ortho and para positions) may be isolable at low temperatures. Very recently, Liu et al. followed up 

on the paper by Rawashdeh et al. and explored the reasons the symmetry-breaking of the planar C2v-

symmetric iodabenzene structure to form the Cs-symmetric bird-like structure. They explained the non-

planar bird geometry using Pseudo Jahn-Teller Effect theory combined with ab initio calculations.[13] 

 

Figure 1. Three stationary points on the C5H5I potential energy surface, optimised with mPW2PLYP/aug-

cc-pVTZ(-PP). A. bird-like iodabenzene. B. 5-iodocyclopenta-1,3-diene. C. Bicyclic structure. The bicyclic 

structure is a transition state, evidenced by the presence of one imaginary frequency. The energies of 

the bird and bicyclic structures relative to 5-iodocyclopenta-1,3-diene are 305.8 and 75.6 kJ/mol, 

respectively. 

The bird structure is unusual in the sense that the iodine is bonded to two carbon atoms. With the current 

interest in halogen bonds (X-bonds) in our group, we wondered how this topology would affect the 

halogen’s ability to form X-bonds. Halogen bonds are the most studied of the collective σ-hole 

interactions. In halogen bonds, σ–holes are electron-deficient regions at the elongation of the R-X bond 

(where R is the atom or group the halogen X is covalently bonded to). Their origin lies in the anisotropy of 

the electron density around the halogen, with electron density accumulating in a belt orthogonal to the 

covalent bond, leaving the area opposite the R-X bond (the σ-hole) depleted of electron density. Would 

this σ–hole still exist in the halogenabenzene molecules? In the current paper we explore this question. 
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We investigate the halogen-bonding ability of halogenabenzene molecules and contrast these with the 

more classical halobenzene and 5-halocyclopenta-1,3-diene molecules. As nucleophiles we have chosen 

H2O and NH3. As in previous work we use halogens up to and including astatine, to facilitate establishing 

trends even in cases where chlorine does not form a X-bond. We did not consider fluorinated structures, 

as fluorine tends not to form X-bonds.[14] 

Research into X-bonds has really taken off the last decade and a plethora of research on halogen-bonded 

systems is available in the literature. We refer here to a number of recent review articles.[15-21] In our 

group, we have studied the competition between H-bonds and X-bonds in halogenated methyluracil-

(H2O)n
[22-24] and halobenzene-(H2O)n

[10] complexes (n=1,2). QTAIM (quantum theory of atoms in molecules) 

showed that the X-bonds were purely electrostatic in nature.[24] In 2013 Desiraju et al. proposed a 

definition of the X-bond, listing a number of geometric, spectroscopic and electronic features as 

indications for a halogen bond R-X•••Y (where Y is the nucleophile).[25] The geometric features include: 

(i) the interatomic distance between the halogen and the nucleophile tends to be smaller than the sum of 

the van der Waals radii. We label this feature the van der Waals ratio (vdW ratio) below, (ii) the R-X bond 

length is usually shorter than the unbonded R-X bond length and (iii) the R-X•••Y angle is usually close to 

180°. Concerning the latter, although generally angles between 160-180° are classified as indicative of 

halogen bonding, in previous work we found that significant non-linear X-bonds (angles as small as 150°) 

can form if there are competing interactions.[22] Another halogen-bond feature listed by Desiraju et al. is 

that the halogen-bond strength decreases as the electronegativity increases i.e. from the heavier towards 

the lighter halogens.[25] We observed this before,[10,22,23] and changing the nature of the halogen atom 

(from Cl to Br) was listed as one of the measures to make X-bonds stronger than hydrogen bonds in 

H2C=S•••HOX.[26] The increasing strength of halogen-bonds involving molecules with the heavier halogens 

has also previously be linked with the increased σ–hole for these systems, as visualised using molecular 

electrostatic potential maps.[15,27-34] We will use these features to evaluate the existence of X-bonds in the 

complexes studied in this work. 

2. Methodology 

Complexes of H2O and NH3 interacting with the bird-like halogenabenzene (hereafter referred to as X-

bird), halocyclopenta-1,3-diene (X-cyclopentadiene) and halobenzene structures with X = Cl, Br, I and At, 

were optimised using the mPW2-PLYP double hybrid density functional[35] and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis 

set[36,37] for all atoms except I and At; For the I and At atoms the aug-cc-pVTZ-PP basis se,[38,39] which 

includes relativistic effective core potentials, was employed. The interaction energies were corrected for 

basis set superposition error (BSSE) using Boys and Bernardi’s counterpoise (CP) procedure[40] (see Section 

S1 in the Supporting Information for more details). All calculations (except the DLPNO-CCSD(T) 

calculations below) were done with Gaussian 09[41] and used Gaussian’s “ultrafine” integration grid and 

spherical harmonic basis functions.  

We focused on the iodinated species for some extra investigations: (i) Trinitro- and tricyano-iodabenzene 

molecules complexed with H2O and NH3 were investigated; and (ii) the iodobenzene•••H2O complexes 

were studied at different levels of theory: mPW2-PLYP with the 6-31+G(d) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, The 

M06-2X meta-hybrid functional[42] with the 6-31+G(d) and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets, and DLPNO-CCSD(T) 

(domain-based local pair natural orbital coupled cluster with single, double and perturbative triple 

excitations)[43-45] employing the minimally-augmented ma-def2-QZVP basis set,[46,47] which uses the def2-

ECP pseudopotential for iodine. The def2-QZVPP/C fitting basis was used for the RI (Resolution of the 
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Identity) part of the method. DLPNO-CCSD(T) is a linear-scaling method that typically recovers 99.9% of 

the full CCSD(T) correlation energy.[45] The DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations were done with ORCA[48,49] and 

used tight SCF convergence and tight PNO thresholds. 

Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surfaces were created for the optimised halogenabenzene, 

halobenzene and halocyclopentadiene (X = F, Cl, Br, I or At) and trinitro- and tricyano-iodabenzene 

structures using GaussView.[50] The electrostatic potentials were mapped on the 0.0005 electrons/Bohr3 

electron density surfaces.  

For selected structures harmonic vibrational frequencies were computed at the same level of theory, to 

verify the nature of the stationary point (minimum or transition state). The Cartesian coordinates of the 

optimised structures are included in the Supporting Information (Section S3).  

3. Results 

3.1. X-bird•••H2O and X-bird•••NH3 

Figure 2 shows the MEP maps for the X-bird structures, in two different orientations. For the second 

orientation, the MEPs are also shown with a solid surface, which shows more clearly the location of the 

positive regions of electrostatic potential. The Cl-bird structure does not show an obvious σ-hole. Instead, 

there are two clear positive regions around the “wing” hydrogens. From Br-bird onwards, electron-

deficient blue regions start to appear at both sides of the halogen, roughly at the extension of the C-X 

bonds, which become more pronounced for the heavier halogens. At the same time the electron-deficient 

regions around the wing hydrogens become weaker. This is in agreement with a paper on ionic 

compounds involving bromomium and iodonium cations, where the halogen is also bonded to two carbon 

atoms. The halogens in these compounds are found to have σ-holes at the extensions of the C-X bonds.[51] 

 

X = Cl X = Br X = I X = At
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Figure 2. MEP maps for the bird halogenabenzene structures, mapped at the 0.0005 electrons/Bohr3 

isodensity surface. Blue and red represent positive and negative regions of electrostatic potential, 

respectively. 

Figure 3 shows the optimised structures of the X-bird•••H2O and X-bird•••NH3 structures. The water or 

ammonia molecule is located between the halogen and an adjacent C-H group. The oxygen is facing the 

halogen, whereas one of the water hydrogens points to the adjacent carbon atom. The oxygen is located 

roughly at the extension of the C-X bond (with CX•••Ow angles of about 150°, see below), as predicted by 

the MEP maps. An equivalent symmetry-related minimum exists with the nucleophile between the 

halogen and the other neighbouring C-H group. For At-bird•••H2O, we found an additional minimum with 

a different water orientation and slightly smaller interaction energy (see Figure 3). This minimum was not 

found for the lighter halogens. Table 1 lists the interaction energies and geometrical parameters. X-bonds 

are expected to have vdW ratios below 1.[25] The vdW ratios of Cl-bird•••H2O, Br-bird•••H2O and Cl-

bird•••NH3 are at or just above 1.0. However, the interaction energies systematically increase (become 

more negative) and the vdW ratios decrease going down the halogen group, as would be expected for X-

bonds. 

 

Figure 3. Optimised structures of the bird•••H2O and bird•••NH3 structures. Interaction energies (in 

kJ/mol) are given as well. The dotted lines highlight potential intermolecular interactions. 

Table 1. CP-Corrected Interaction Energies ΔECP (in kJ/mol) and Geometrical Parameters (Distances in Å; 

Angles in Degrees) of the Optimised X-Bird•••H2O and X-Bird•••NH3 Structuresa 

X-bird•••H2O ΔECP R(C1•••Hw) R(X•••Ow) OwHw•••C1 C2X•••Ow vdW ratio 

Cl-bird -17.0 2.18 3.57 165 149 1.09 
Br-bird -18.0 2.17 3.51 160 147 1.04 
I-bird -20.0 2.19 3.32 146 152 0.95 
At-bird 1 -22.6 2.18 3.22 143 153 0.91 

X = Cl X = Br X = I X = At

-17.0 -18.0 -20.0

-22.6

-21.3

-10.2 -12.5 -17.4 -20.6

1

2

C1

C2
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At-bird 2 -21.3 2.20 3.19 143 151 0.90 
trinitro-I-bird -27.9  3.01  158 0.86 
tricyano-I-bird -42.2  2.88  173 0.82 

X-bird•••NH3 ΔECP R(C1•••Hn) R(X•••Nn) NnHn•••C1 C2X•••Nn vdW ratio 

Cl-bird -10.2 2.57 3.29 136 157 1.00 
Br-bird -12.5 2.64 3.22 127 164 0.95 
I-bird -17.4 2.74 3.16 117 167 0.89 
At-bird -20.6 2.70 3.13 120 165 0.88 
trinitro-I-bird -31.9  3.06  154 0.87 
tricyano-I-bird -51.5  2.84  173 0.81 

a Ow, Hw are the water oxygen and hydrogen involved in the H-bond/X-bond; Nn, Hn are the ammonia 

oxygen and hydrogen involved in the H-bond/X-bond, respectively. See Figure 3 for the definition of C1 

and C2. vdW ratio: the ratio of the sum of the van der Waals radii[52,53] of X and Ow (for X-bird•••H2O) or X 

and Nn (for X-bird•••NH3) and the distance between the X and Ow or X and Nn atoms. 

Aiming to stabilise the halogenabenzene bird structure, Rawashdeh et al. suggested putting nitro or cyano 

substituents in the para and ortho positions.[12] The trinitro-iodabenzene and trinitro-bromabenzene 

structures were calculated to be planar, whereas the trinitro-chlorabenzene, trinitro-fluorabenzene and 

all tricyano-halogenabenzene structures retained the bird structure. 

The MEP maps of trinitro-iodabenzene and tricyano-iodabenzene are shown in Figure 4 and are compared 

to the MEP map of iodabenzene. The maps for trinitro- and tricyano-iodabenzene show a much clearer σ-

hole compared to non-substituted iodabenzene. As also found by Rawashdeh et al.,[12] the trinitro-

iodabenzene structure is planar, whereas the tricyano-iodabenzene structure keeps the bird form. 

 

Figure 4. MEP maps for the iodabenzene, trinitro-iodabenzene and tricyano-iodabenzene structures, 

mapped at the 0.0005 electrons/Bohr3 isodensity surface. Blue and red represent positive and negative 

regions of electrostatic potential, respectively. 

We optimised trinitro- and tricyano-iodabenzene structures interacting with H2O and NH3. The optimised 

complex structures are shown in Figure 5. Interaction energies and selected geometrical parameters are 

included in Table 1. 
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Figure 5. Optimised structures of the tricyano-iodabenzene- and tricyano-iodabenzene structures 

interacting with H2O and NH3, with corresponding Interaction energies (in kJ/mol). 

In all four trinitro/tricyano-iodabenzene•••H2O/NH3 complexes secondary interactions are present: the 

trinitro complexes exhibit NO(nitro)•••Hw/n hydrogen bonds (H-bonds), whereas the tricyano complexes 

have OwHw/NnHn•••N(cyano) H-bonds. The interaction energies are much larger, particularly for the cyano 

complexes, compared to unsubstituted iodabenzene, with shorter X•••Ow and X•••Nn distances and 

smaller vdW ratios (Table 1). Thus, the nitro and cyano substitutions clearly increase the halogen-bond 

strength.  

We found another type of complex for the X-bird•••H2O structures, where the water is located “below” 

the bird, see Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Optimised structures of the bird structures interacting with a H2O below the molecule. 

Interaction energies (in kJ/mol) are given as well. First row: C1-symmetric structures; Second row: Cs-

-27.9 -31.9

-42.4 -51.5

X = Cl X = Br X = I X = At

-15.4 -15.8 -16.6 -17.3

-14.9 -15.5 -16.3 -17.1
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symmetric structures. The Cs-symmetric structures are transition states for all halogens except At, for 

which this structure is a minimum. 

In these, one of the water hydrogens is pointing towards the carbon atom opposite the halogen, which 

has a negative potential around it (see Figure 2; the red belt seen in these maps is located below the 

carbon atoms). The water oxygen is facing the halogen, but the small Ow•••X-C angles (below 90°) prevent 

the oxygen from feeling the σ-hole; in addition, the Ow•••X distance (ranging from 3.73 for Cl to 3.89 for 

At) is too large for X-bonds. The C1-symmetric structures in the first row of Figure 6 are minima, as 

evidenced by their all-positive vibrational frequencies. There exists a symmetry-equivalent minimum with 

the non-bonded water hydrogens pointing towards the other side of the central carbon atom. The Cs-

symmetric structures in the lower row are transition states for X = Cl, Br and I, as demonstrated by the 

presence of one imaginary frequency, but, interestingly, it is a minimum for X = At. The imaginary value 

of the frequency in the Cs-symmetric structures systematically decreases with increasing size of the 

halogen and is positive for At (Cl: -51 cm-1; Br: -34 cm-1; I: -7 cm-1; At: 33 cm-1; see also Figure S2.1; 

Supporting Information). The Cs-symmetric structures are energetically very close to the C1-symmetric 

structures for all halogens (ΔE ≤ 0.5 kJ/mol). Thus, for X = Cl, Br and I the barrier between the two 

symmetry-equivalent C1 minima is practically non-existent. For X = At, there is an extremely low transition 

state between the C1- and Cs-symmetric minima (Figure S2.2; Supporting Information). The harmonic 

frequency value of the vibrational mode corresponding to the transition from the X-bird•••H2O minimum 

to transition state lies between 81 (X = Cl) and 71/72 (X = I/At) cm-1, corresponding to a zero-point energy 

contribution of 0.4-0.5 kJ/mol. This is of similar magnitude as the calculated barriers and there should 

therefore be nearly uninterrupted rotation of the water molecule in these structures, even at very low 

temperatures. 

 

3.2. X-cyclopentadiene•••H2O and X-cyclopentadiene•••NH3 

Figure 7 shows the optimised X-cyclopentadiene•••H2O and X-cyclopentadiene•••NH3 structures. 

Selected geometrical parameters are collected in Table 2. For the complexes with H2O, the Cl- and Br-

substituted cyclopentadienes do not form an X-bond. The water molecule is located above the 

cyclopentadiene ring, with one hydrogen pointing towards the π-electron cloud of the aromatic ring, 

whereas the other one points towards the negative belt of the halogen. The iodinated and astatinated 

cyclopentadienes do form X-bonds with a water molecule, as also evidenced by their vdW ratios, which 

are below 1, and nearly linear halogen-bond angles (see Table 2). For the structures with NH3, only the 

chlorinated cyclopentadiene does not form an X-bond. In Cl-cyclopentadiene•••NH3, the NH3 molecule 

binds to cyclopentadiene via two unconventional H-bonds: A C-H•••Nn bond and an Nn-Hn•••Cl bond. 

The interaction energies of the halogen-bonded Br-, I- and At-cyclopentadiene•••NH3 structures increase 

approximately linearly with increasing row number of the halogen. Their vdW ratios are below 1 (and 

decreasing going down the halogen group) and halogen-bond angles near linearity. In general, the X-

bonds with NH3 are slightly stronger than those with H2O.  
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Figure 7. Optimised structures of the X-cyclopentadiene-H2O and X-cyclopentadiene-NH3 structures. 

Interaction energies (in kJ/mol) are given as well. 

Table 2. CP-Corrected Interaction Energies ΔECP (in kJ/mol) and Geometrical Parameters (Distances in Å; 
Angles in Degrees) of the Optimised X-Cyclopentadiene•••H2O and X-Cyclopentadiene•••NH3 Structures 

X-penta•••H2Oa ΔECP R(X•••Ow) CX•••Ow vdW ratio 

Cl-penta -11.9 3.70 86 1.13 
Br-penta -11.8 3.89 82 1.15 
I-penta -7.8 3.27 178 0.93 
At-penta -11.6 3.09 179 0.87 

X-penta•••NH3 ΔECP R(X•••Nn) CX•••Nn vdW ratio 

Cl-penta -11.7 3.68 86 1.11 
Br-penta -5.1 3.19 176 0.94 
I-penta -12.3 3.09 180 0.88 
At-penta -19.4 3.00 180 0.84 

a penta = cyclopentadiene 

3.3 Halobenzene•••H2O and halobenzene•••NH3 

Figure 8 shows the structures and interaction energies of the halobenzene•••H2O and 

halobenzene•••NH3 structures, whereas selected geometrical parameters are included in Table 3.  

X = Cl X = Br X = I X = At

-11.9 -11.8 -7.8 -11.6

-11.7 -5.1 -12.3 -19.4
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Figure 8. Optimised structures of the halobenzene•••H2O and halobenzene•••NH3 structures. 

Interaction energies (in kJ/mol) are given as well. 

Chlorobenzene clearly does not form an X-bond with either H2O or NH3. This is in agreement with previous 

work on halobenzene•••H2O, conducted at the M06-2X/6-31+G(d) level of theory, where also only the 

complexes with halogens heavier than Cl were found to form X-bonds.[10] In the complexes with 

chlorobenzene, one of the hydrogens of H2O or NH3 forms a H-bond with Cl at a (near-)perpendicular 

angle; the hydrogen obviously points to the negative belt around the halogen. A second H-bond is formed 

between a C-H bond of chlorobenzene and the O or N atom of H2O or NH3. The heavier halogens do form 

X-bonds. This is also evidenced from the structural parameters included in Table 3, which show near-linear 

halogen-bond angles and vdW ratios that are clearly below 1 for these complexes. The complexes with 

NH3 are more stable than those with H2O.  

Table 3. CP-Corrected Interaction Energies ΔECP (in kJ/mol) and Geometrical Parameters (Distances in Å; 

Angles in Degrees) of the Optimised Halobenzene•••H2O and Halobenzene•••NH3 Structures 

X-benzene-H2O ΔECP R(X•••Ow) CX•••Ow vdW ratio 

Cl-benzene -12.5 3.41 92 1.04 
Br-benzene -4.6 3.19 176 0.95 
I-benzene -8.1 3.17 179 0.90 
At-benzene -11.6 3.11 179 0.88 

X-benzene-NH3 ΔECP R(X•••Nn) CX•••Nn vdW ratio 

Cl-benzene -10.9 3.71 90 1.12 
Br-benzene -6.1 3.20 180 0.94 
I-benzene -12.1 3.15 180 0.89 
At-benzene -17.9 3.08 180 0.86 

X = Cl X = Br X = I X = At

-12.5 -4.6 -8.1 -11.6

-10.9 -6.1 -12.1 -17.9
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The halogen-bond energies displayed in Table 3 are smaller than those computed with M06-2X/6-31+G(d) 

in our previous work (-7.3, -13.3 and -18.6 kJ/mol for X = Br, I and At, respectively).[10] To assess the 

accuracy of the level of theory used in the current work, we calculated the iodobenzene•••H2O 

interaction energy with different method/basis set combinations (Table 4). The geometries of all 

complexes were optimised at the same level of theory as used for the energy calculation, except the 

DLPNO-CCSD(T) calculations, which were single-point calculations at the mPW2-PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ 

geometry. To assess the effect of halogen-bond distance optimisation, two further DLPNO-CCSD(T) 

calculations were performed at the mPW2-PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ geometry with the X•••O distance 

elongated by 0.05 and 0.10 Å. For the single-point calculations only the “vertical” CP-corrected interaction 

energy ΔECP(vert) (i.e. excluding deformation energies) was calculated (see Section S1 in the Supporting 

Information for more details). Comparison of the ΔECP(vert) and ΔECP values for the mPW2-PLYP and M06-

2X calculations indicates that the deformation energies are generally small. The M06-2X/6-31+G(d) 

interaction energy in Table 4 differs slightly from that in Ref. [10], because in Ref. [10] the geometries were 

optimised on the CP-corrected potential energy surface. 

Table 4. CP-Corrected Interaction Energies ΔECP and ΔECP(Vert) and BSSE Values (All in kJ/mol) of 

Iodobenzene•••H2O at Different Levels of Theory 

Level of theory Geometry ΔECP(vert)a ΔECP BSSE 

mPW2-PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ Optimised -8.18 -8.12 -1.15 
mPW2-PLYP/6-31+G(d) Optimised -9.50 -9.41 -4.92 
M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ Optimised -9.67 -9.60 -0.32 
M06-2X/6-31+G(d) Optimised -13.95 -12.98 -3.63 
DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ma-def2-QZVP Single-pointb -8.00  -1.19 
DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ma-def2-QZVP +0.05 Åc -8.09  -1.09 
DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ma-def2-QZVP +0.10 Åc -8.05  -1.01 

a “Vertical” CP-corrected interaction energy (excluding deformation energies) 
b Single-point calculation at mPW2-PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ geometry 
c At mPW2-PLYP/sug-cc-pVTZ geometry, with the X-bond distance elongated by 0.05 or 0.10 Å 

 

The values in Table 4 show that switching to the larger basis set in the M06-2X calculations reduces ΔECP. 

Going from M06-2X to mPW2-PLYP (at the same basis set level) sees a further reduction in the interaction 

energy. The reference DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ma-def2-QZVP results are nearly identical to the mPW2-PLYP/aug-

cc-pVTZ values. We therefore believe this level of theory is accurate for calculating X-bond energies. A 

recent review of methods for studying X-bonds also identified double hybrids are the best class of density 

functionals for these interactions.[19] Another study concluded that M06-2X performs better than B3LYP 

for halogen-bonding interactions, but did not consider double hybrids.[54] 

Lin and MacKerell[55] studied complexes of halobenzenes and halogenated ethane molecules (with 

halogens ranging from fluorine to bromine) with model compounds serving as H-bond donors and H-bond 

acceptors in both perpendicular (C-X•••Y = 90°) and linear (C-X•••Y = 180°) orientations (X = halogen; Y 

= O or N in model compound). They concluded that halogens acting as H-bond acceptors may make a 

more favorable contribution to ligand binding than X-bonds. Whereas in the current paper we focus on X-

bonds, we did consider complexes with the water molecule located above the halobenzene, acting as H-

bond donor to the negative belt of the halogen. Lin and MacKerell contrasted such perpendicular 
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structures with linear halogen-bonded complexes using rigid scans of the intermolecular distance at the 

RIMP2/aug-cc-pVQZ level with counterpoise correction, and found the perpendicular complexes more 

favored than the linear ones. In our work, however, full optimisation at the mPW2-PLYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level 

resulted in double-hydrogen-bonded structures with the water located between the C-X and a 

neighbouring C-H group; the chlorobenzene•••H2O structure is identical to that in in Figure 8 and the 

other halogens form similar structures (Figure S2.3, Supporting Information). This is despite a rigid scan 

with the intermolecular distance varied showing a clear minimum for Cl-benzene•••H2O (Figure S2.4, 

Supporting Information). Presumably this minimum disappears when allowing for geometry relaxation. 

The interaction energies of the double-hydrogen-bonded complexes are -12.5, -12.5, -12.1 and -11.6 

kJ/mol for X = Cl, Br, I and At, respectively. Thus, whereas these are preferred over the halogen-bonded 

halobenzene•••H2O complexes, for the heavier halogens the interaction energies are similar. This was 

also observed for halogenated uracil•••H2O.[22,23] Thus, whereas halogen-hydrogen-bond donor 

interactions may be more favorable than halogen bonding interactions for the lighter halogens, as 

suggested by Lin and MacKerell,[55] this may not necessarily be the case for the heavier halogens.  

 

4. Conclusions 

We investigated the ability of two C5H5X molecules (halogenabenzene and 5-halocyclopenta-1,3-diene) 

and halobenzene (C6H5X), with X = Cl, Br, I and At, to form halogen bonds with H2O and NH3 using the 

mPW2PLYP double-hybrid density functional and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ-PP for I and At). 

A method comparison focal study using iodobenzene•••H2O showed that this level of theory gives 

interaction energies and halogen-bond distances in excellent agreement with DLPNO-CCSD(T)/ma-def2-

QZVP results. 

For the bird-like halogenabenzene molecules, complexes are formed with the H2O or NH3 molecules 

located between the halogen and a neighbouring C-H bond, forming two interactions: a (water)O-H•••C 

or (ammonia)N-H•••C interaction and a C-X•••O(water) or C-X•••N(ammonia) interaction. Molecular 

electrostatic potential maps show regions of depleted electron density (σ-holes) roughly at the extension 

of the C-X bonds, approximately where the halogen-bond acceptor is located in the complexes. The C-

X•••O(water) angles (~140-160°) and C-X•••N(ammonia) angles (120-140°) deviate from linearity 

presumably because (i) the σ-hole is not exactly at the extension of the C-X bond and (ii) of the presence 

of the secondary (water)O-H•••C  or ammonia)N-H•••C interaction. Previous work showed that 

significantly non-linear halogen bonds are feasible (even when the σ-hole is exactly at the extension of 

the C-X bond), due to the presence of secondary interactions.[22] Whereas the Cl-bird•••H2O, Br-

bird•••H2O and Cl-bird•••NH3 structures have vdW ratios at or just above 1.0, the vdW ratios of the 

complexes with the heavier halogens are below 1.0 as expected for halogen bonds, and the trend in 

interaction energy (which decreases upon descending the halogen group in the periodic table) is 

consistent with the interaction constituting a halogen bond. We therefore believe the complexes of the 

bird halogenabenzene molecule with H2O and NH3 can be classified as being halogen-bonded. The 

halogen-bond interaction is strengthened upon substitution of hydrogens by nitro or cyano substituents 

in the para and ortho positions. Another X-bird•••H2O structure was found, where the water is located 

“below” the bird with a water hydrogen pointing towards the carbon opposite of the halogen. These are 

not halogen-bonded structures.  

An isomer of halogenabenzene, 5-halocyclopenta-1,3-diene, is found to form clear halogen bonds with 

H2O for halogens heavier than bromine and with NH3 for halogens heavier than chlorine. The vdW ratios 

are below 1.0 and the halogen-bond angles close to linear (C-X•••O angles of 176-180°). The interaction 
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energies are less negative than those of the complexes with the bird halogenabenzene molecules, 

presumably because the latter ones have secondary interactions. 

We also considered halogen bonds with the more conventional halobenzene molecule. Chlorobenzene 

does not form halogen bonds with H2O or NH3, but the molecules containing the heavier halogens do. We 

also investigated hydrogen-bonded halobenzene•••H2O complexes with the water molecule located in a 

perpendicular arrangement above the halobenzene. These were found not to be stable, but converged 

towards complexes where the water is located between the C-X and a neighbouring C-H bond, forming 

two H-bonds.  

The halogen-bonded complexes with the X-bird molecule are more stable (interaction energies ranging 

from -17.0 to -22.6 kJ/mol for Cl-bird•••H2O to At-bird•••H2O) than the more conventional halogen-

bonded halocyclopentadiene complexes (-7.8 and -11.6 kJ/mol for I-cyclopentadiene•••H2O and At-

cyclopentadiene•••H2O, respectively) and halogen-bonded halobenzene complexes (-4.6 to -11.6 for Br-

benzene•••H2O to At-benzene•••H2O). Switching the nucleophile from H2O to NH3 leads to slightly 

smaller interaction energies for the X-bird complexes and to slightly larger interaction energies for the 

halobenzene and X-cyclopentadiene complexes. The halobenzene•••H2O complexes where the halogen 

acts as a H-bond acceptor are more stable than the halogen-bonded halobenzene•••H2O structures for X 

= Br or I, but for At the halogen-bonded complex is of similar stability as the hydrogen-bonded structure. 

Thus halogen-bonded interactions can be of similar or larger magnitude than in complexes where the 

halogen acts as hydrogen-bond acceptor if additional stabilising interactions are present (as for the X-bird 

complexes) or for the heavier halogens.  
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